
 
 

 
Joe was drawn to the glint of bright plumage hanging in the window. Scrawny brown chickens 
scratched in the shadows of a yard across the road. 
               ‘Can I help you?’ Asked the barrel-chested man with the bloody apron emerging from 
a room behind the shop counter, irritation falling from his face to reveal a customer-facing 
smile.  
               Joe had to be careful, he didn’t want to reveal the real purpose of his visit. Not yet.     
               ‘Err … sausages,’ he decided. 
               ‘Pork? Beef? Ostrich? Alligator?’ Enquired the butcher. 
               ‘Alligator? Any…vegetarian ones? Asked Joe.  
               The reply that was forming on the butcher’s lips had already been communicated by 
his expression, when Joe’s phone beeped: it was Jessica.  
               ‘Hey Joey,’ she chirped, as if addressing a pet budgerigar’ 
               ‘Oh hello,’ Joe responded without much enthusiasm. 
               ‘Where are you?’ she asked 
               ‘Norfolk, I’m up for the weekend.’  
               ‘Great, I’ll come and join you. Book a room at the Hoste in Burnham Market and a 
table for dinner. 
               There were times when Joe would like to organise his own life for a change. 
               ‘I’m not in North Norfolk, Jessica.  
               ‘Well, where are you then,’ she demanded. 
               ‘Cawton,’ he responded. ‘It’s a village in the boring bit we drive through after Thetford. 
Could be a new weekend destination.’   
               ‘Now you’re my piquing my interest. What’s going on? 
               He hadn’t piqued her interest, or anything else recently.’ ‘Can’t tell you.’ he gloated. 
‘It’s a secret; no one knows I’m here.’ 
               The butcher smiled. 
               ‘What’s the name of that pub in the village?’ Joe asked, turning to the butcher. 
               Joe gave Jessica directions to The Slaughtered Lamb promising to find suitable 
accommodation before she arrived.   
               ‘Sounds charming,’ she said sarcastically. Find a nice place to eat tonight and wear 
something smart, not those scruffy jeans and jumper.  
               Joe looked down at the offending articles lurking under his grey windcheater.  
               ‘I’m not a fashion accessory,’ he bickered.’’  
               ‘I just like you to look nice, darling.’ She soothed.  
‘See you later.’ 
               Joey wondered whether he would be a keeper, like her Birkin Handbag, or a passing 
fancy like her UGG Boots; trampled and discarded.   
               Turning back to the butcher, Joe asked for bacon.  
               ‘Wife?’ enquired the butcher nodding at the phone. 
               ‘Girlfriend’ responded Joey, showing the butcher a picture on his mobile of Jessica on 
a good hair day.  
               The butcher nodded approvingly.  
               ‘Strict vegetarian, but can’t resist the occasional bacon butty. Smoked and streaky,’ said 
Joe nodding at his choice. 
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               The butcher turned to slicing the bacon. 
               ‘So, where’s the best place to stay around here?’ Joe asked. 
               ‘Try The Firs,’ advised the Butcher. ‘They say royalty stayed there once.’ 
               ‘Sounds perfect for her majesty, how do I find it?’  
               ‘Follow the Swaffam road for two miles then take a left turn opposite the lavender 
field. Follow the track and you’ll come to it.’ 
               ‘Lavender field?’ ‘Unusual crop for this part of the world.’  
               ‘Diversification,’ explained the butcher, we’ve all had to diversify since Brexit. Didn’t 
get the subsidies the government promised when we left the EU.’ 
               ‘Ah!’ Said Joe. ‘What else have you diversified in to.’  
               ‘Oh, all manner of things,’ said the butcher, wrapping Joe’s bacon. ’You’d be 
surprised.’ 
               ‘Thanks,’ said Joe, paying. ‘Off the Swaffam road, you say? The Firs?’ 
               ‘That’s right; no point going now though, the Harpers won’t get back from the market 
before 3.00. You can get some lunch at The Lamb if you like.          
               On his way to the pub, Joe browsed the traditional shops in the high street for 
something to wear. Jessica’s going to love this place, he thought. 
               The ploughman’s lunch was excellent. His enquiries, with the landlord and customers, 
however, drew a blank: no one was talking. The sound of a passing tractor broke the stillness of 
the summer afternoon. The Landlord smiled. At 2.45 Joe returned to his car and set off for The 
Firs.  
                As he turned off the Swaffam road by the lavender field he noticed a dark car 
following him. Perhaps this was the Harpers returning, he thought. The next bend revealed a 
stationary tractor blocking the narrow road. He sounded his horn, but the tractor didn’t move. 
Getting out to investigate he noticed two men emerging from the car behind.  
               ‘Everything OK’ He shouted up to the cab. The driver stared straight ahead.  
               ‘Have you broken down?’ He called.  
               He felt a movement to his right as a sack was rammed over his head. Strong arms held 
him tight as the chloroform began its dark work. 
  
Intrigued, Jessica put down the phone and headed to the editorial meeting. Travel and fashion. 
Fashion and travel.  
               ‘So, what’s happening out there that our readers are desperate to hear about,’ asked 
Jessica. 
               ‘Well Chief’ began Pam, one of her two staff reporters, ‘Radley are launching a new 
accessory range, handbags and purses.  
                ’ Hardly Louis Vuitton is it,’ sniffed Sophie, Jessica’s other staffy.’  
               ‘Their launching in Paris’ continued Pam ignoring Sophie. ‘I could pop over and cover 
it.’  
               ‘We’ve no budget for staff jollies,’ said Jessica. ‘See if any of the stringers can pick it 
up.’ 
    ‘So, what have you got for me.’ Jessica asked Sophie. 
               ‘Benjie’s getting an award for the Syria documentary at the BAFTAS. I can work it 
from the inside and pick up on all those little indiscretions that our readers love.’ 
               Changes were looming, and it would be a difficult choice. Pam was loyal and reliable. 
Sophie with her perfect grooming, well-connected family, and celebrity boyfriend, brought in the 
stories. Bitch! Thought Jessica, everything comes easy to her. She doesn’t have to struggle with a 
mass of unruly red hair, boring middle-class family or feckless boyfriend. Joey was going to have 
to shape up or I may need to make some changes there as well.  
               ‘Sounds great Sophie, get me some scandalous gossip, they love it.’ 
               Sophie nodded. ‘You bet.’ 
‘OK guys, that’s a wrap. Next Wednesday for the final meeting before we go to press with the 
August issue. 
  



The Friday evening escape from London was its usual nightmare, ‘but Jessica’s mood brightened 
as she turned onto the road for Cawton; the flat landscape giving way to rolling hills. Grassy 
meadows were interspersed with fields of bright yellow rape and blue lavender.   
               The Slaughtered Lamb turned out to be a charming old coaching inn nestling in a 
street of traditional shops. You could be in the Cotswolds, thought Jessica. 
               Seeing no sign of Joey, she settled in a window seat with the menu, the rising bubbles 
sparkling in her Prosecco. It was nearly nine o’clock by the time she had finished the surprisingly 
good vegetable bake. Where the hell is he, she thought.   
               ‘Are you sure you haven’t seen him’ she asked the landlord showing him a picture of 
Joey on her phone. He shrugged and shook his head. 
               Too tired to search for a decent hotel she took a room at the inn. Drifting off to sleep, 
she wondered where Joey was and what other surprises the village might have in store for her. 
  
               ‘… and If you thought standing me up was funny then you seriously overestimated my 
capacity to appreciate a joke,’ fumed Jessica.  
               Slamming down the off-key on her phone, she finished her muesli, before wandering 
down the high street to check out the shops.  
               Smart Boutiques; a Deli, coffee shop, Gambles, the little jewellers, a charity shop 
resembling a smart dress agency. Exclusive! she thought, smiling. 
               By mid-morning, her anger towards Joey had turned to concern.  
               ‘I’m worried about you sweetie. If you’re tied up with your secret assignment just give 
me a call so I know you’re OK. ‘  
               She called his paper but no one manning the news desk had heard from him or knew 
where he was.  
               By lunchtime, she’d given up on Joey and headed back to London. He’s probably 
sulking about being told what to do and wear, she thought. He’ll be in touch.   
                
‘The Boss wants to see you,’ said Pam when Jessica stalked into the office on Monday morning. 
She went to find Stephen.  
               ‘Circulation figures for the last issue,’ said Steven, the magazine’s Editor-in-Chief, 
pushing the report across the desk. ‘Down another 5%. Something has to be done Jess; we need 
exclusive stories, something different, the next big thing.’ 
                              ‘We’re working on it Steven, I’ve got a lead on an exclusive UK destination, 
and Pam’s working on the new Radley …’ 
               ‘That’s all very well Jess,’ Steven interrupted, ‘but it’s hardly frontpage. I need results 
Jess and I need them fast. Get Sophie on it, she’s always rubbing shoulders with the great and 
the good, let's see what she can come up with. I’ll drop into the editorial meeting on Wednesday, 
see how you’re getting on.’ 
               ‘I’ve got things under control Steven,’ replied Jessica, flushing. 
   ‘All the same…,’ he said.  
               ‘About the redundancy situation…,’ started Jessica, pausing at the door. ‘I’ve decided 
to let Sophie go and keep Pam.’ 
               ‘Let's hold fire on that for the time being,’ Steven responded, studying the papers on 
his desk.  
               Dismissed, Jessica returned to her own office fuming. She hit the phone to everyone 
she knew, pleading, threatening, pulling in favours where she could. She realised this was now 
about survival, and she wasn’t about to let Sophie, or any other well-connected bitch, push her 
out.  
               By lunchtime, her thoughts returned to Joey. He had his faults, but he always listened 
patiently to her worries and ideas. Where the hell was he when she needed him most.  
               She called his paper again and this time spoke to his editor Brian. 
               ‘No, not heard a thing from him’ said Brian. Should have been in the office for a 
meeting today. 
               ‘Secret assignment.’ He laughed. ‘Don’t know about that. Said he’d had an anonymous 
tip-off and was off up to Norfolk to investigate.’ 



               ‘No, don’t know what it was about. Maybe they’ve changed the menu at Morston Hall.’ 
he laughed. 
               OK, Jess. Well if you hear from him, tell him to report in, asap. 
               Jessica replaced the receiver. She had a bad feeling about this. Her father, a retired 
police inspector, would know what to do, but she’d not spoken to him for four years: she 
couldn’t just ring him out of the blue asking for help. Her carefully constructed life was falling 
apart and there was no one to turn to for help. 
  
‘I’d like to report a missing person,’ she said to the enquiry clerk on the phone at Norwich Police 
Headquarters and waited.  
               ‘Yes, that’s right detective inspector, a missing person. You see…’ Jessica explained the 
circumstances to Detective Inspector Ian Mason who just happened to be passing the phone in 
the incident room when the call came through. He was now regretting it: he had a massive 
caseload and bad toothache. 
               ‘So, let me see if I’ve got this right, Miss Jameson. Your boyfriend stood you up after 
you had a row on the phone and now, he won’t return your calls.’  
               ‘It wasn’t a row,’ responded Jessica, just a difference of opinion on dress-code.  
               ‘All the same, we can’t class him as missing for at least seven days. I’m sure he’ll turn 
up. You might try calling his friends and family.’ Or being a little kinder to him, thought DI 
Mason returning to a genuine missing person case his team were working on.  
               Jessica reflected on the conversation: it did sound silly on the face of it, but her 
instincts told her Joey was in some kind of trouble. 
  
She hadn’t come up with anything new by the Wednesday editorial meeting. Steven dropped in 
for long enough to gush with enthusiasm when Sophie mentioned the BAFTAS. 
               The phone was ringing when Jessica got back to her office. 
               ‘I understand you were looking for a young man who disappeared near Swaffam last 
week,’ said the male voice with a soft country accent. 
               ‘That’s right, who is this?’ 
                ‘Ever eaten Alligator meat,’ asked the man, ignoring her question.  
               ‘Alligator? Off course not, I’m vegetarian.’ 
               ‘You can buy it in the Butchers Shop in Cawton, except it may not be Alligator,’ the 
man continued. 
               ‘Well, what is it then?’ 
               ‘You’re a journalist, why don’t you check how many people have gone missing around 
Cawton recently and draw your own conclusions.’ 
               ‘That’s’ preposterous…,’ started Jessica, but the line went dead.  
               Oh, Joey, she thought. She had to find out the truth. The magazine would have to 
wait.  
  
It was late afternoon when she arrived in Cawton. Leaving her car at the pub, she headed straight 
for the butchers' shop passing a van marked Hollingbrook Farm that was pulling away. 
Wrinkling her nose at the smell of raw meat, she made her way in, colliding with the elegant 
women, glossy dark hair and smart business suit, coming out. Mumbling an apology, she waited 
for the bull-of-a-man behind the counter to notice her.  
               ‘Can I help you,’ he asked with a warm smile, turning from the joint he’d been filleting. 
               ‘Yes,’ said Jessica. ‘I think …I’ll have some bacon, please. Just a few rashers.’ 
               ‘Anything else?’ He asked, slicing the bacon. 
               ‘I’m tired of chicken and beef. Do you have anything different? 
               ‘Kangaroo? Ostrich? Game?’ He suggested. nodding at the pheasants hanging in the 
window. ‘The Ostrich is local.’ 
               ‘I was told you might have Alligator.’ 
               ‘Ah well,’ smiled the butcher, ‘we usually do but we’re out at the moment. Try again on 
Friday.’ 
               Paying for her bacon she turned to leave. 



               ‘I don’t suppose you saw my boyfriend here a couple of days ago,’ she asked. Tall, 
sandy coloured hair. She showed him a picture on her phone and watched his reaction carefully.  
               ‘Can’t say I did,’ he responded looking up at her with a frank expression. ‘You lost him 
then?’ 
               ‘Misplaced,’ corrected Jessica. 
               The butcher smiled and nodded. 
               Jessica’s phone rang. 
   ‘Where are you?’ Asked Pam, ‘Steven’s looking for you.’        
   ‘I can’t say; no one must know where I am for now.’ 
The butcher smiled. 
‘Tell Steven I’m following up an exclusive and I’ll be back in the office tomorrow.’ 
  ‘Ok, but I’d get back as soon as you can,’ warned Pam, ‘Stephen’s taking Sophie to lunch.’ 
   Shit, thought Jessica. 
  ‘Oh, and that PR agency rang for a meeting again.’ said Pam. ‘They claim to have an exclusive 
on a new fashion range.’ 
               ‘OK!’ said Jessica. ‘We need exclusives, book them in for early next week.’ 
               ‘No problem Chief,’ she replied. 
               Pam was definitely a keeper, thought Jessica.  
   ‘Staying here long?’ Asked the butcher. 
               ‘Oh, maybe overnight,’ replied Jessica. 
               ‘The Firs is nice on the Swaffam road if you’re looking for somewhere to stay. Turn 
left by the lavender fields and you’ll find it down at the end of the lane.’ 
         ‘Thanks,’ said Jessica. 
               ‘I’d give it an hour or so,’ said the butcher looking at his watch. ‘The Harpers won't be 
back from back from town till after 6.00.’  
               The butcher followed her to the door and nodded to the man tending the chickens in 
the yard across the road. The man nodded back and disappeared. A few minutes later a tractor 
engine was heard from behind the house.   
               Jessica glanced into the shop windows on her way to the pub. A Philippe Patek watch 
in Gambles caught her eye. It was identical to the one she bought Joey for his birthday. Tan 
leather strap, cream face. Her heart pounded. Resisting the urge to go in and ask about it, she 
continued towards the charity shop. A tractor drove passed, laying a muddy trail on the road. 
               On the rail of men’s clothes, she spotted a light grey windcheater. It had a dark stain 
on the lining where Joey's pen had leaked. Oh! Joey, she thought, what’s happened to you.  
               The evening was still warm, so she took her Prosecco to the tables outside the pub and 
began to mull over what she’d found. Something was bothering her about the conversation with 
the butcher, but she couldn’t put her finger on it. He seemed to be genuine, but she knew he was 
lying. 
               Two old men at the next table were discussing the problems caused by Brexit. 
               ‘What do you think about all this diversification malarkey,’ said the one with the flat 
cap. 
               ‘Ah well, lavender fields is one thing,’ said the second, ‘but the goings-on at 
Hollingbrook Farm is another. Taint right and taint proper, that’s all I’m sayin. That sort of thing 
shouldn’t be allowed.’ 
               ‘Excuse me,’ interrupted Jessica. ‘I couldn’t help overhearing your conversation. What 
goes on at Hollingbrook that bothers you’ 
               ‘You’ll have to ask them, said the man with the flat cap. Tis none of our business, but 
it’ll lead to nothing but trouble: you mark my words,’ he responded, as they drained their glasses 
and got up to go. 
               Hollingbrook? She remembered the van pulling away from the butchers' shop. She also 
remembered what had been bothering her about the butcher: the bacon. She opened the pack of 
bacon: smoked and streaky. How did he know? 
               As she left the village on the Swaffam road heading for The Firs, a dark coloured car 
pulled out of a farm track and began to follow her. 



               What she had discovered was overwhelming, and Jessica needed time to think. She 
slowed down by the left turn to the Firs, then, changing her mind, continued on her way to 
London. She would do some more research before contacting the police and be in the office first 
thing tomorrow to fight for her job. The dark car was no longer behind her. 
  
I was nearly midnight when detective inspector Mason’s phone rang. It had been a long day and 
his toothache was no better. 
               ‘D.I. Mason,’ he growled. 
               ‘You’ve had eight people reported missing on your patch in the past 6 months alone,’ 
said Jessica. That’s four times the national average. As far as I can determine they’re not locals, 
all visitors, and you haven’t found any trace of them yet. Am I right?’ 
               Mason groaned. The women with the missing boyfriend. 
               ‘That’s police business,’ he said. ‘I’m afraid I can’t comment.’ 
               ‘Well, perhaps I can help you.’ Jessica told him what she’d discovered. 
               ‘Cannibalism!’ He exclaimed. ‘That’s ridiculous.’ 
               ‘Have you got a better explanation?’ 
               He couldn’t think of one offhand and she was right about the missing people, all 
visitors', vanished without a trace. 
               ‘Ok, I’ll get a search warrant for Hollingbrook Farm and we’ll interview the 
shopkeepers. I’ll need you there to identify the items.’ 
               ‘Get a sample of the alligator meat from the butcher.’ suggested Jessica. ‘Check what it 
really is.’  
               Mason agreed they would do it on Monday. Jessica would drive to the pub and wait 
until she was needed. 
  
Not bad, thought Jessica, admiring Mason's broad shoulders and chiselled features, spoilt 
somewhat by the pained expression on his face.  
               ‘The team are on their way to the farm now, and we should have the lab report on the 
alligator meat shortly,’ said Mason, running his tongue over the offending tooth. ‘Let’s go 
shopping.’ 
               ‘How will you know for sure it’s Joey’s watch.’ Mason asked as they looked in the 
jeweller’s window. 
               ‘Because it has his initials engraved on the back. J.P.’ 
               ‘May we see the Philippe Patek in the window,’ he asked the assistant. 
               ‘Mmm, not really what we’re looking for,’ said Mason, examining the watch. ‘Thank 
you.’ 
               ‘They must have replaced the back,’ fumed Jessica when they got outside. 
               ‘Or it could be one that looks like Joeys,’ said Mason. ‘Either way, it’s not evidence.’ 
               The charity shop wasn’t any better.  
  ‘Yes, I remember the jacket. It must have been sold over the weekend,’ explained the assistant. 
               ‘No, I don’t remember it having an ink stain.’ 
               ‘Sorry, no, we don’t keep any records of cash sales or donations.’ 
               Back at the pub, Mason was finishing a phone call. ‘That was the lab’,’ he said. ‘They’re 
not sure if it’s alligator, but it’s definitely not human.’ 
               Jessica’s face fell. 
               ‘Let's hope they’ve had more success at the farm,’ said Mason, as a car pulled into the 
car park and the driver approached them. 
               ‘Well?’ Inquired Mason.  
               ‘Carcases, about half a dozen of them strung up by the legs in the barn,’ said the DC. 
               ‘Human,’ asked Mason. 
               ‘Birds,’ said the man smirking. ‘It’s an Ostrich farm.’ 
               Jessica looked dismayed. ‘But the men said there was something not right at the farm. 
Look they’re over there.’ Sarah pointed to where the two old men were sipping pints of beer; 
making them last. 



               ‘Excuse me, gentlemen. Detective Inspector Mason.’ Mason announced, showing his 
badge. ‘I understand you’re concerned about the goings-on at Hollingbrook Farm?’  
               ‘Bout time someone did summ’at about it,’ said the one in the flat cap. 
               ‘What can you tell me?’ Asked Mason. 
               The other one leaned close to Mason and spoke quietly.  
               ‘Ostriches,’ he said. ‘Their farming bloody Ostriches. Taint right and taint proper.’ 
               ‘Thank you,’ Mason sighed. ‘We’ll look into it.’ 
               ‘Well, Miss Jameson,’ said Mason sitting down opposite Jessica, ‘looks like you brought 
us on a wild goose chase.’ 
               ‘More like a wild Ostrich chase,’ chuckled the DC. 
               ‘There’s something wrong here,’ said Jessica. ‘They must have known we were on to 
them and got rid of the evidence.’ 
               ‘That’s precisely the problem,’ said Mason. ‘I’m sorry about your missing boyfriend, 
but without evidence, hard evidence, there’s nothing more I can do.’ 
  
Jessica was in her office on Tuesday morning when Joey’s editor phoned to see if she’d heard 
from him. 
               ‘He’d better turn up soon or he’ll be out of a job,’ warned Brian.  
               He’s not the only one, thought Jessica.   
               She tried to focus on her work, but she couldn’t just give up on Joey. Her thoughts 
were interrupted by Pam on the intercom. 
               ‘Your two o’clock’s here. I’ve put her in the meeting room.’ 
               The tall well-dressed women with the glossy hair looked familiar. They exchange 
pleasantries and Jessica gathered she was Katherine Gamble and her client wanted to make an 
exclusive arrangement with Jessica’s magazine. 
               ‘Why us,’ asked Jessica. 
               ‘I happen to be a fan and regular reader. You’re small and exclusive, just like my 
client.’  
               ‘Does your client have a name?’ Asked Jessica. 
               ‘Diversity,’ the woman replied, opening the box she had placed on the desk and taking 
out the most beautiful handbag Jessica had seen in her life. It glowed with layer upon layer of 
iridescent colours each blending into the next in a perfect combination, constantly changing as it 
turned in the woman’s hand. Jessica reached for the bag feeling the soft layers of translucent 
leather. Attached to the clasp that closed the bag was a perfect curl of sandy coloured hair. 
               Jessica only half-listened as the women explained how the magazine would get 
exclusivity to interviews, pictures and the whole of the substantial advertising budget. She agreed 
to leave the sample with Jessica and collect the following day.     
               Back in her office Jessica buzzed Pam. ‘When did the PR agency first get in touch.’ 
               ‘Oh, they’ve been trying to get an appointment for the last three weeks,’ said Pam. 
               Just a coincidence then, thought Jessica, they haven’t made the connection. 
               This could be a saviour of both the magazine and her career. Who cared about 
provenance, models and celebrities were wearing fur coats again? If it looked good, did their 
readers care what died to make it? It really was a no brainer.  
               Jessica's eyes welled up as she curled the lock of hair around her fingers. She picked up 
the phone. 
               ‘DI Mason? Jessica Jameson here. I think I’ve found the hard evidence you asked for. 
DNA evidence and a lead to the culprits.’ 
 


